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James Lascelles

James Lascelles, has been performing music from his CD’s ASPECTS OF JOY and latest release GLASSHOUSES at gigs and festivals
around the country which have all been very well received. A mix of World music, Folk, Jazz, Latin and Anglo-Caribbean grooves, the
James Lascelles Quartet comprises 4 highly skilled seasoned professionals who take us on a musical journey around the world and back.
James Lascelles (Keyboards, Dulcimer, Melodica & Percussion) is joined by former bandmates from the legendary Breakfast Band,
Richard Bailey (Drums & Percussion) and Kuma Harada (Bass & Guitar), Tim Herniman (Sax & Violin) makes up the Quartet.
Plus special guest appearances by Bud Beadle (Saxes and Flutes) Mikey Bailey (Bass) David Ola (Drums & Talking Drum) Michael
Curtis Ruiz (Bass) GT Moore (Guitar, Vocal & Tin Whistle) and Noel McCalla (Vocals).
The Quartet have honed their skills over the decades working with some of the biggest names in music including: Frank Zappa, Joan
Armatrading, Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry, L Shankar, Jeﬀ Beck, Steve Winwood, Van Morrison, Billy Ocean, Mick Taylor and Steve Harley &
Cockney Rebel. They are currently inviting bookings for gigs and festivals worldwide.
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James Lascelles

“Sounds great amongst the music being played everywhere now.” Billboard USA "Kings of Spins champion campaigner for new artists”
“Lascelles ability to play both electric piano and dulcimer simultaneously highlighted his dexterity as a musician….. the music of James Lascelles and his
quartet at the Eleto Jazz night was a revelation of great music by great musicians.”
“The new single "Gadriel", taken from the album Glasshouses, has a really warm, happy vibe to it and may well become a stalwart Xmas song for many years to come”

Reels of Iris has featured on New Traditions for the past two weeks, great track from a highly talented multi faceted artist.
Mark Cannock Chase Radio.

Excellent session from James last night. An absolute pleasure to have him in the studio. Would definitely like to dedicate the whole show next year so
we can talk more about music, his life etc.Thanks again Gary. NOVA FM, NEWPORT

